PRIDE FSA Meeting Notes November 17, 2017

In attendance: Jo, Bailey, Matt, Mark, Kirsten Vinther

Connecting to Membership/Outreach
- Is food a draw? Pizza proposed for first meeting of winter quarter
  - Friday still a good day, 12-1, seems like an ideal time
  - Kirsten will see if there is a room in the UU where we can meet

Budget (Matt)
- Fiscal year: started with $2,400
- After dues paying members (15) now have $2,700
- Discussion of collaborating with PRIDE Center on t-shirt order, benefits of a ‘free’ t-shirt to dues paying members

Fundraising
- Career Services monies available for FSA activities
- Low wattage, easy to do request form which Bailey will do for the upcoming Pizza with PRIDE collaboration with the PRIDE Center and us
- Potential other source of funds, locally, is the Community Fund

Mission Statement and Bylaws
- Jo’s one word values are perfection, with Jo updating minor edits in the near future
- Matt – copied bylaws’ boilerplate from other FSAs

All FSA Meeting with OUDI
- Jozi and Kari of OUDI attending
- Work on consistent method of communicating
- Some disagreement on where FSAs should be placed in Cal Poly’s organization. Currently our budget is located under the Cal Poly Corporation
- Possible idea to have an upcoming all FSA meeting with an activity, such as beading

The PRIDE FSA Banner
- Jo received different quotes, but Central Coast Printing was the winner; she will order the 3’ x 10’ banner
  - Kirsten will price out a table runner and get us that info

Winter Extravaganza (Social)
- Set for Thursday, February 1 at Keith’s house
- Still waiting to hear from Keith Humphrey on needs for food and drink funds
- Could be a pot luck

Survey to Members
- Out to members this week
Events

- 11-28, 11am-12pm Cookies & Chit Chat in the Pride Center UU 209
- 11-28, 5-6:30pm OUDI/Pride Community Forum 38-114
- 11-29, 6pm Pride Town Hall TBD
- 11-30, 11am-12:30pm Pride/PFSA Social Breakfast TBD